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Linking Knowledge and Action: Political Science and Campaign Finance Reform

By Thomas E. Mann

The 2002 enactment of the first major reform of U.S. federal campaign-finance law in a quarter century featured a more substantial engagement of political scientists—through research, public advocacy, and expert testimony—that had been the case in the past. This essay reviews the evolution of research on campaign finance from the early twentieth century to the present, the intellectual tensions between the scholarly and reform communities, the conditions in the 1990s that promoted collaboration among these groups, and the continuing disagreements over how best to manage the problems associated with money and politics—in the United States and in democracies around the world.

Following years of protracted battles in Congress, President George W. Bush signed into law on March 27, 2002, the first significant reform of federal campaign-finance law in over a quarter century. That law, the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (BCRA), was quickly the focus of a contentious rule-making process by the Federal Election Commission (FEC), and of lawsuits filed by 84 plaintiffs challenging its constitutionality. Most provisions of the law were scheduled to go into effect in the 2003-2004 election cycle. The litigation was subject to expedited judicial review, initially by a special three-judge panel of the D.C. District Court, and then through a direct appeal to the Supreme Court for its spring 2003 docket.

These developments in campaign-finance policy provide bountiful grist for the political-science mill. Legislative scholars have a fascinating challenge explaining how a bill facing such formidable obstacles—including philosophical differences, partisan calculations, incumbent self-interest, low public salience, interest group opposition, and absent presidential leadership—actually became a law. Students of the administrative process can track the continuities and discontinuities between legislative language and intent on the one hand and detailed regulations on the other. Legal scholars will no doubt mine the public documents and mobilization activities of the eclectic coalitions challenging and defending the law’s constitutionality, as well as plumb the jurisprudential implications of the Court’s ultimate ruling. And once the dust settles from these administrative and judicial processes, political scientists will pursue a rich agenda of research exploring the bill’s impact on campaigns, elections, parties, the flow of money, congressional behavior, and policy outcomes.

This paper has a different purpose. I want to explore the linkages between political-science research and campaign-finance reform. Is there a body of knowledge about campaign finance that is widely accepted by the research community? Do these research findings have policy implications? Do political scientists themselves draw these policy implications and advocate or oppose specific reforms? Was the new campaign-finance law shaped in any noticeable way by the work of political scientists? Are political scientists and/or their research findings playing a significant role in the litigation process? More broadly, is the financing of election campaigns an area in which political scientists can make a constructive contribution to the improvement of democracy in the United States and around the world?

My perspective in addressing these questions is shaped by my own experience as a political scientist in Washington, D.C., operating at the intersection of scholarship and politics/policy. At times this has led me to counter the frequent hyperbole of reformers—about the cost of elections, the impact of money on elections and policy making, and the likely results of reform. Yet at other times I have felt obliged to needle my colleagues in academe for being complacent defenders of a status quo that no longer exists. In a 1983 William Bennett Monroe Lecture at Stanford University called “Money in Congressional Politics,” I argued that we were much better at systematically refuting inflated rhetoric and exaggerated claims about money in politics than at understanding how money was changing Congress and representative democracy or at exploring what, if anything,
could be done about it. During this most recent round of reform, I took a more active role in working with some colleagues on a reform agenda that might avoid the substantive and political pitfalls of earlier efforts, be responsive to the most serious problems in the regulatory regime, and be consistent with knowledge produced by the research community. I subsequently served as an expert witness for those defending the constitutionality of the BCRA. These activities put me in more of an advocacy position than is comfortable for many scholars. Whether they clouded my judgment about the linkages between knowledge and action on campaign finance is for the reader to determine.

Early Scholarly Consensus: The Limits of Regulation

Prior to the enactment of the first comprehensive scheme for the regulation of money in federal elections—the 1974 amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA)—a scholarly consensus on campaign-finance regulation prevailed. That consensus was built on the pioneering work of Louise Overacker, Alexander Heard, and Herbert Alexander. Overacker was the first political scientist to engage in systematic empirical research on campaign finance. Her book Money in Elections is based largely on political financing practices in the 1920s. Overacker challenged much of the reformist thinking of her day. She noted that electoral corruption dates back to ancient Greece and observed that, when adjusted for the size of the economy and population, the cost of campaigns had remained fairly constant over the ages—a point rediscovered by political scientists in recent years. She demonstrated how flawed design and inadequate enforcement mechanisms rendered the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1925 ineffective in banning corporate contributions, limiting expenditures, and providing disclosure. She described the dominance of political parties in campaign finance and their increasing reliance on very large donors.

Overacker articulated a normative position on money in elections that would dominate the political-science profession for decades to come. She argued that restrictions on political finance designed to achieve equality among candidates and among voters were ill-conceived. The goal should be not to “start all candidates from scratch” but rather to ensure that “each candidate at least [has] a chance to bring his case before the voters.” In contemporary jargon, that means floors but no ceilings for spending. In fact, she asserted, more money is needed to provide citizens with adequate knowledge to inform their votes. Public subsidies can serve that purpose. Trying to equalize spending among candidates through limits, however, does nothing to guarantee that all candidates get their message out. In addition, she argued, contribution limits do not solve the problem of corruption, which can come with donations of any size; they are easily evaded, and there is no scientific basis for determining their size. She noted that historical precedent and comparative experience offered no examples of successful regimes of spending or contribution limits.

In addition to public subsidies, Overacker argued for public disclosure; a nonpolitical permanent enforcement agency with access to the courts; and laws designed to eliminate forced assessments on governmental workers, support from organized crime, corporate contributions, and large fees to election day “workers.”

Almost three decades later, Alexander Heard provided a fresh examination of campaign contributions and expenditures in his landmark book, The Costs of Democracy, based primarily on the record of the 1950s. While Heard described a pattern of campaigning and political finance that departed in important respects from Overacker’s rendering, his broad conclusions and normative position were remarkably similar. Money is not an evil in elections, he said, but an essential component. The cost of campaigns is neither outlandishly high nor rising significantly. More, not less, money is needed in campaigns. Campaign spending does not determine the outcome of elections. Voters, not contributions, drive policy decisions.

In Heard’s view, reforms that fail to recognize the inherent financial needs of the electoral system and that smack of unethical absolutism are doomed. He argued that “negative regulation” should be supplanted by positive measures to ease the burden of fundraising and lower the cost of campaigns. In addition to abandoning unworkable limits on contributions and expenditures, he advocated public financing (both cash assistance and subsidized communications), tax credits to encourage private donations, neutral and bipartisan solicitation of funds, public disclosure, and an enforcement agency insulated from politics. Heard had an opportunity to promote his ideas as a consultant to the Senate Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections and as chairman of President John F. Kennedy’s Commission on Campaign Costs, but these efforts did not bear fruit in the policy arena.

Herbert Alexander, who has devoted his entire academic career to the study of campaign finance, worked closely with Heard as a research fellow on The Costs of Democracy and as executive director of the Commission on Campaign Costs. After completing his dissertation at Yale, in 1958 Alexander became director of the Citizens’ Research Foundation, where he compiled and published quadrennial studies of campaign finance. He was the sole source of authoritative campaign-finance data before the FEC disclosure regime mandated by the 1974 law.

Alexander fits comfortably within the intellectual legacy of Overacker and Heard. His priorities were competitive elections, informed voters, and financial transparency. In Money in Politics, he sharply contested the argument of Progressives (and their modern-day incarnations, such as the lobbying group Common Cause) that money plays an inherently corrupting role in elections. He argued that more money is needed for competitive campaigns that inform voters and provide a basis for governmental responsiveness. Spending limits reinforce the status quo and deprive candidates of their free speech rights. Contribution limits produce the same malady of underfunded campaigns and depressed competition by denying citizens their speech rights. He extended this argument beyond Overacker and other political scientists of his generation by opposing the bans on corporate and labor-union electioneering, which were enacted into law in 1907 and 1947, respectively: “There is nothing inherently immoral or corrupting about a corporate or labor dollar, no more than other private dollars.”
He supported a strong system of public disclosure and public subsidies, such as tax credits for private donations; franking privileges for all candidates; and voter registration costs borne by the government. But he was concerned that direct public financing of candidates and parties could weaken the ties between national and state parties and disrupt relations between candidates and their parties.

While Overacker, Heard, and Alexander did not agree on every point, they shared a broad view of money and elections that came to dominate thinking about campaign finance among political scientists for many decades. That view—that more money is needed in campaigns, spending limits protect incumbents and thereby weaken electoral competition, contribution limits are easily evaded, interested money does not corrupt the policy process, effective disclosure can discipline the campaign-finance marketplace, and publicly subsidized spending floors (but not ceilings) will increase competition—continues to hold sway in many academic precincts today.

The Federal Election Campaign Act and Its Aftermath

This scholarly view of money in elections had some resonance in the burst of campaign-finance regulation in the early 1970s, but the motivation for and direction of reform had roots elsewhere. There were two major factors: a substantial increase during the 1960s in the costs of campaigning, especially those associated with media advertising, and the emergence of wealthy, self-financed candidates. Since both developments threatened incumbents, members of Congress began to consider new regulatory initiatives. The Revenue Act of 1971 created a presidential public-financing system funded with an income tax checkoff, but its effective date was delayed until the 1976 election. In 1971 Congress also passed FECA, which strengthened requirements for reporting of financial transactions and repealed existing limits on contributions and expenditures (except for the ban on corporate and labor-union contributions). But it also put in place new limits on the amount candidates could contribute to their own campaigns and on expenditures for media advertising in presidential, Senate, and House elections. Political scientists could take satisfaction in the initial steps toward public subsidies, vastly improved disclosure, and repeal of ineffectual limits on contributions and spending even while looking skeptically on the wisdom and constitutionality of the new limitations.

Scandals associated with Watergate and the committee to reelect President Richard Nixon prompted Congress to return to the campaign-finance drawing board. In 1974 they produced major amendments to FECA, which constituted the most serious and ambitious effort in history to regulate the flow of money in federal elections. One is hard-pressed to detect any political-science fingerprints on the new law. Perhaps the most influential outside player in crafting the 1974 amendments was Common Cause, whose rhetoric and reform proposals contrasted starkly with the dominant view of our profession. Congress adopted public financing of presidential elections—matching funds in the nomination phase, full grants in the general elections—but conditioned the public subsidy on acceptance of spending limits. Ceilings, not floors, prevailed. Public financing of congressional elections was defeated in the House. Congress also scrapped the 1971 limits on media advertising but replaced them with an elaborate set of limits on contributions and expenditures. Caps were placed on what individuals, political action committees (PACs), and political parties could contribute to candidates; on the total amount individuals could contribute; and on the amount parties could spend on behalf of their candidates. Limits were also set on spending by congressional campaigns, on the amount of self-financing by federal candidates, and on what other individuals and groups could spend independently to urge the election or defeat of a candidate. Both sets of restrictions—on contributions and spending—flew in the face of received wisdom within the political-science community. Finally, Congress created a separate agency, the FEC, to administer the disclosure system and to enforce the law. But it designed the new agency to be the very antithesis of the nonpolitical, independent entity espoused by Overacker and Heard. Congress established de facto control over the appointment of the six commissioners, divided equally between the two major parties; required four affirmative votes for any action to be taken; prohibited the agency from investigating anonymous complaints or conducting random audits; imposed elaborate procedural requirements; withheld authority to exact penalties; and denied the commission multiyear budgeting authority enjoyed by other independent agencies. The FEC was better equipped to discharge its responsibility for the collection and disclosure of data on campaign contributions and expenditures, a development that stimulated much subsequent research by political scientists.

Barely a year after the 1974 amendments to FECA were signed into law, the Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo upheld the constitutionality of the contribution limits, the disclosure requirements, and the presidential public-financing system. But it struck down the caps on expenditures (by a candidate's campaign, by a candidate with personal funds, or by others spending independently), except for voluntary limits tied to public financing in presidential elections, and narrowed the class of political communications by independent groups subject to regulation (i.e., disclosure and limits on the source and size of contributions). The Court also ruled that congressional appointment of some members of the FEC was a violation of the separation of powers, a problem quickly remedied in Congress by giving the president the formal authority to appoint all six members. What remained on the statute books was a regulatory residue designed by no one.

FECA after Buckley marked the beginning of the end of a scholarly consensus on the role of money in elections and on the wisdom of various approaches to its regulation. Differences emerged as many new scholars were drawn to the subject matter—by controversy surrounding the Buckley decision, rapid changes in forms of campaigning and political organization, and the availability of systematic data on campaign contributions and expenditures. That is not to say there were no continuities with the consensus prevailing before the 1970s. In his pathbreaking and highly influential work on the impact of money in congressional elections—based largely on data from the 1972, 1974, and 1976 elections—Gary Jacobson provided theoretical and
empirical justification for arguments long made by political scientists. He showed that inadequate funding by challengers, not excessive spending by incumbents, dampens electoral competition. Limits on contributions and expenditures harm challengers more than they do incumbents. The value of publicly subsidized spending floors for challengers would be vitiated if accompanied by spending ceilings determined by incumbents. Jacobson argued that most restrictions on the flow of money enacted by incumbent politicians, including those in the 1974 law, work to the advantage of those in power.

Other scholars cautioned that political parties had been weakened by changes in FECA and were likely to become bit players if not complete bystanders in the financing of federal election campaigns. Public financing of presidential candidates, they argued, reinforced the growing candidate-centered nature of American elections and further marginalized the party hierarchy. Restrictions on how parties raised their funds and how much they could assist their candidates through direct contributions and coordinated spending put them at a distinct disadvantage relative to the universe of interest groups, whose collective contributions to candidates were unlimited. Contemporary political scientists, like their predecessors, strongly embraced the view that parties are essential instruments of accountability and responsibility in democratic societies. Regulations that constrain their ability to raise and spend funds on behalf of their broad objectives do more harm than good.

Additional continuities were evident in the response of political scientists to elements of the post-Buckley reform agenda championed by Common Cause and other activist groups. Following their rapid growth in the decade after the adoption of the new law and administrative rulings by the FEC, PACs became the demons of choice within the reform community. Endless press releases from Common Cause touted the supposed causal implications of studies linking PAC contributions with votes in Congress. Philip M. Stern wrote *The Best Congress Money Can Buy*. Working well within the tradition of the pioneers of research on money and politics, political scientists produced studies documenting the diversity among PACs in structure, size, objectives, strategies, constraints, and degree of engagement in congressional elections. They examined the opportunities that PACs afforded millions of citizens to engage in organized political action, and the extent to which politicians were the dominant players in their financial exchanges. They also rebutted the simple proposition that campaign contributions buy votes in Congress.

Political scientists took part in the new policy debates pretty much as they had in earlier decades—by (1) challenging the accuracy of factual assertions of reformers, (2) questioning the efficacy of negative regulation, (3) warning of the risks associated with the law of unintended consequences, and (4) emphasizing the values of free speech, increased campaign communication, strong parties, a pluralistic interest group environment, and vigorous electoral competition. We fancied ourselves an intellectual
truth squad, endowed by our training and research to cut through
the cant in the public debate, exposing specious claims and ill-
advised reform proposals.

Beneath this comfortable posture of professional skepticism,
however, a more protean discussion was developing among stu-
dents of money and politics. The writings of Frank Sorauf pro-
vide a window on the emergence of this debate. A respected
scholar of political parties and public law, Sorauf began his
research on campaign finance in the early 1980s by staffing a task
force that investigated the implications of PAC growth for the
campaign-finance system. Over the next decade, he produced
Money in American Elections and Inside Campaign Finance:
Myths and Realities, the most comprehensive and nuanced treat-
ments, at that point, of the contemporary campaign-finance sys-
tem. Much of Sorauf’s work fit comfortably within the profes-
sional mainstream. He subjected major elements of the reformist
critique of campaign finance—too much money is spent in cam-
paigns, money buys elections, money buys policy decisions—to
withering scrutiny. He persuasively rebutted those who took an
alarmist view of PACs, and challenged the wisdom of efforts in
Congress to abolish or severely constrain them. He documented
the many constraints on the flow of money in elections and cau-
tioned about the law of unintended consequences. And he cham-
pioned the values of electoral competition, strong parties, and
robust campaign communications, as well as freedom of political
speech, activity, and association.

At the same time, Sorauf took exception to those colleagues
who accepted a largely benign view of the role of money in elec-
tions. He argued that Congress got most things right in its 1974
amendments to FECA but the Supreme Court erred in Buckley
by striking down limits on campaign spending and independent
expenditures. In his view, an arms-race dynamic had developed in
campaign fundraising, and the money chase was becoming a seri-
ous problem. The presidential public-financing system with
spending ceilings had been remarkably successful in achieving its
objectives. Spending limits set at relatively high levels could help,
not hurt, challengers, especially if combined with public subsidi-
dies. National parties, taking advantage of more generous limits
on their contributors (relative to candidates and PACs) and on
coordinated spending on behalf of their candidates, were boost-
ed, not harmed, by FECA. The greater risk now was that they
would become instruments of incumbent politicians to evade
contribution limits upheld by the Court in the interest of pre-
venting corruption or the appearance of corruption. Leaks in the
regulatory fabric—soft money, independent expenditures,
bundling—needed patching, not defending.

One need not agree with Sorauf’s judgment about Buckley or
endorse the specifics of his approach to reform to appreciate the sig-
nificance of his arguments for political science. He demonstrated
that a sophisticated, empirically based understanding of money in
elections did not lead inexorably to a normative rejection of regu-
lation. Serious students of campaign finance discovered fertile
ground to plow between the hyperbolic claims of many reform activists and the libertarian embrace of a deregulated political marketplace. Over the past decade, dramatic changes in campaign-finance practice and new scholarship on money and politics have produced lively debates within the profession and raised important questions about knowledge and policy.

The Rise of Soft Money and “Issue Advocacy”

The regulatory regime that emerged after Buckley was a patchwork of rules that contributed to a diverse set of practices, some intended, others not. Public financing slowed the money chase in presidential elections and contributed to a rough parity between the major parties in campaign spending and competitive opportunities for challengers. Small donors came to play a significant role in campaign finance as very large contributions from individuals and organizations to candidates and parties ceased. Disclosure of contributions and expenditures improved dramatically. Well before the explosion of soft money, political parties took advantage of the new law to become significant players in federal election campaigns.

Other consequences of FECA may not have been intended by policy makers, but they surely could have been anticipated. Setting contribution limits to candidates from political committees five times higher than caps on contributions from individuals, with no aggregate limit on what those committees can contribute, helped fuel the growth of PACs. The streak of pragmatism and concern about access that was so evident (and predictable) in corporate and trade-association PACs in turn contributed to the advantages enjoyed by incumbents. Failure to index contribution limits for inflation spawned an important new role for fundraising brokers and intensified the money chase. And it was no surprise that the Court’s banishment of limits on congressional campaign spending, independent expenditures, and self-financing by wealthy candidates quickened that same money chase.

The factors largely responsible for the difficulties of the FECA regime in recent years originated not in legislation passed by Congress but in administrative and judicial rulings. A series of rulings by the FEC provided the legal basis for soft money. National parties were permitted to keep two sets of books—one for federal funds or hard money, subject to limits on the source and size of contributions, and another for nonfederal funds or soft money, not subject to any restrictions on contributions and ostensibly used for purposes other than federal election campaigning. Initially, the national parties used soft money for genuinely nonfederal purposes, which limited the demand for it. Entrepreneurial political consultants and politicians—beginning with Robert Farmer in the 1988 Michael Dukakis presidential campaign and reaching a new level of audaciousness with Dick Morris and Bill Clinton in 1995 and 1996—figured out ways of financing important parts of their federal election campaigns with unregulated funds. Soft-money receipts grew from roughly $20 million in the 1980 and 1984 election cycles to $86 million in 1988 and to $495 million in 2000.

Starting in the 1996 cycle, much of that money was used to finance candidate-specific issue advocacy in presidential and congressional elections. This campaign weapon of choice for parties had its genesis in Buckley. In that decision, the Court established an express advocacy test as a way of narrowing the scope of disclosure requirements and contribution limits for independent expenditures in light of a concern that the language crafted by Congress in the 1974 amendments to FECA was unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. The standard was defined by the Court as communications that “in express terms advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for federal office.” In a footnote, the Court offered examples of express advocacy (including such words as vote for, vote against, support, or oppose), and this became known as the “magic words” test.

The Court acknowledged that this standard would leave outside the regulatory arena much communication that was election-related. But it concluded that it was better to err on the side of noncoverage and avoid the risk of a vague standard chilling political speech. This express-advocacy standard was constructed to determine which communications by individuals and groups independent of any candidate or party would be subject to regulation. The Court did not require express advocacy in candidate and political-party ads for their financing to be subject to federal campaign-finance laws. Buckley stated that spending by candidates and political committees (including parties) is “by definition, campaign-related.”

This express-advocacy standard had little noticeable effect on the conduct and financing of federal campaigns for almost 20 years after it was set by the Court. To open the floodgates, it took the creativity and bravado of Morris and Clinton, and the failure of the FEC to challenge their use of party soft money toward political ads. Starting in the fall of 1995 and continuing through the middle of 1996, Democratic Party committees spent an estimated $34 million on television ads designed to promote Clinton’s reelection. None of these costs were charged as coordinated expenditures on behalf of Clinton’s campaign. Instead, the Democratic Party argued that party communications not using explicit words advocating the election or defeat of a federal candidate could be treated like generic party advertising and financed with a mix of soft and hard money. The Republican National Committee responded with its own $20 million “issue advocacy” advertising campaign on behalf of its presidential nominee, Bob Dole. Very quickly the parties began to use the same funding strategy to campaign on behalf of their congressional candidates. The congressional party campaign committees shifted their focus from hard to soft money raising.

Outside groups soon followed in their wake. For groups, the advantage of electioneering through “issue advocacy” rather than through FECA “independent expenditures” was that the former could be conducted without disclosure and could be financed with soft (i.e., unregulated) rather than hard money. This meant that groups, like parties, could now solicit contributions from corporations and unions as well as from wealthy donors to finance candidate-specific electioneering communications. Political consultants routinized campaign communications as issue advocacy. In spite of the plain meaning of federal election law, after 1996 parties and groups could campaign for and against specific candidates for federal office with unlimited amounts of unregulated resources.
This was the context in which the latest round of campaign-finance reform was launched, culminating in 2002 with the BCRA. I now turn to the question of whether political science was producing knowledge germane to this debate and then explore how political scientists contributed to policy development.

**Usable Knowledge?**

A large literature on political financing has been produced in recent decades, and it is growing rapidly. Research on practices in the United States—at federal, state, and local levels—has been complemented by studies of other countries and cross-national comparisons. A thorough review of this literature is beyond the scope of this essay. Here, I will limit myself to sketching out the state of scholarly knowledge on several substantive questions central to the reform debate.

**The costs of elections**

As recounted above, political scientists since Louise Overacker have looked with skepticism on public concerns about the escalating costs of campaigning. The amount of money spent on elections in the United States—a populous, sprawling, federal polity in which political communications must compete with much more generously financed commercial advertising for the attention of citizens not naturally drawn to politics and public affairs—is not self-evidently unreasonable. Scholars have documented that sharp increases in nominal outlays in federal elections are much less precipitous when adjusted for inflation, the rising cost of campaign communication, and the growth in national income. Moreover, striking jumps in particular elections are related to an increase in the perceived stakes. For example, political funds flowed much more freely in the 2000 elections because those stakes were exceptionally high: the parties at parity, an open-seat contest for the presidency, razor-thin majorities in the House and Senate, the specter of redistricting, and the ideological division of the Supreme Court.

From this perspective, the total amount of money spent on elections reflects the overall size of the economy (and of the government that regulates it), as well as the political incentives unique to each election. The normative implications of this conclusion are straightforward. Concerns about increasing corruption are misplaced, and attempts to restrict or channel the flow of money are self-defeating. The metaphor of choice is a hydraulic system in which money—like water, whose weight and force are determined exogenously—relentlessly searches for the open faucets or weakest links in the system.

Yet others argued that a focus on total spending may well miss the essential dynamic at work. Sorauf suggested that an international arms race may be a more apt metaphor. Rather than a gradual but relentless testing and probing of the system’s constraints, an arms-race dynamic can easily lead “to a destabilization of the system, the result of which is a lack of confidence in all limits, a declining sense of how much is enough, an escalating insecurity, and a consequent scrambling for more weapons.” What follows, Sorauf continued, “is overkill, the raising and spending of money out of all proportion to a reality-based assessment of need.”

The acceleration of spending in a shrinking number of targeted constituencies is much more rapid than the aggregate figures suggest. Between 1976 and 2000, the average cost of a successful challenge to a House incumbent increased from $145,000 to $1.98 million—several times the growth of national income. Comparable increases occurred in seriously contested open House seats. And these outlays in 2000 include only hard-money expenditures. New research suggests that millions more are spent in key House and Senate races by parties and groups under the banner of issue advocacy. Congressional party leaders now orchestrate massive fundraising and redistribution operations in which safe incumbents are mobilized to raise or transfer funds for the highly select list of targeted races.

The normative implications of this dynamic are starkly different and decidedly less benign. The instability and concentration of political financing contribute to a frantic money chase, serious conflicts of interest, and a decline in electoral competition. Since this dynamic is shaped by the rules governing campaign finance, as well as by strategic calculations of political actors, a change in those rules can alter the volume and direction of the flow of political money.

**Campaign spending and election outcomes**

Beyond the broad consensus that campaign spending affects (but does not determine) election outcomes, scholars continue to wrestle with and disagree over the specifics of that relationship. One element of Jacobson’s explanation for why the highest spending House incumbents fare the worst on election day—because they face the most serious, well-funded challengers—continues to hold sway. But the other element of his argument—that only challenger spending has a significant impact on the vote—remains a matter of some dispute. Donald Green and Jonathan Krasno, and Alan Gerber, estimate models producing roughly comparable spending effects for incumbents and challengers, for the House and Senate, respectively. James Campbell finds that the campaign spending advantage incumbents enjoy over challengers, not the absolute level of spending by challengers, accounts for the lion’s share of the overall incumbency advantage in House elections.

No one contests the critical importance for competitive elections of adequate spending by challengers. The argument is over the productivity of reactive spending by incumbents. If this is inconsequential, then spending limits would be of no help to challengers and could harm their prospects if set too low. Figures reported above on the rapidly rising costs of a successful House challenge reinforce that concern. On the other hand, if incumbent spending buys votes at the margin, even at a lower level of efficiency, spending limits could boost challengers by reducing the spending advantage of incumbents. In policy terms, this is a debate about spending floors, with or without ceilings.

All of this research is based on candidate-spending data reported to the FEC. Unfortunately, we know relatively little about the impact of the substantial sums now being spent in targeted races by parties and groups with soft money, under the guise of issue advocacy. A new paper by Krasno suggests that the television ad
component of such spending is much less productive than is spending by incumbents and challengers, possibly because the
contending forces match one another’s spending in a handful of
targeted contests.38 Sounds like Sorauf’s arms race.

War chests and challenger quality
The fundraising advantage of incumbents could work indirectly:
a reputation as a strong fundraiser or a war chest filled well in
advance of the election might deter quality challengers. In a study
of House contests between 1972 and 1980, Krasno and Green
detected no impact of preemptive incumbent spending on the
entry of strong challengers.29 Peverill Squire obtained the same
result when he examined the impact of early fundraising by sen-
ators: “Large sums of early money do not . . . deter better chal-
lengers from running.”30 However, Janet Box-Steppensmeier,
examining House incumbents’ cash-on-hand over the course of
the 1990 election cycle, found that incumbent war chests do
affect the probability of a strong challenger entering the race.31
David Epstein and Peter Zemsky developed a signaling model in
which incumbents use fundraising strategically to ward off qual-
ity challengers; they demonstrated that such effects are prone to
systematic underestimation.32 But more recently, Jay Goodliffe
concluded that once one includes previously omitted variables in
the analysis, there is no evidence that war chests deter
challengers.33

The broader question raised in this research is whether poten-
tial challengers are systematically discouraged from running for
federal office by the daunting expense of a serious campaign and
a belief that incumbents can raise much more money if they need
to do so. Studies of candidate recruitment suggest a diverse set of
incentives and disincentives at work, including a more multi-
faceted assessment of an incumbent’s potential vulnerability.
Nonetheless, potential challengers have ready access to campaign-
finance data in previous election cycles. They can see, for exam-
ple, that the 324 House incumbents who won comfortably (with
60 percent or more of the vote) in 2000 spent on average
$646,703, compared with $148,507 by their opponents.
However, the 70 incumbents who won with less than 60 percent
spent on average $1,444,256, while the mean expenditure of
their opponents was $854,690. The Herculean fundraising
achievement of these 70 challengers was more than offset by that
of the incumbents. Awareness of these funding patterns might
well discourage some of those contemplating a challenge to an
incumbent.

Another indirect measure of the impact of incumbent
fundraising prowess on the supply of quality challengers is the
growing interest among party leaders in recruiting wealthy candi-
dates who can generously finance their own campaigns. The
record of self-financed candidates is decidedly mixed. Millions of
dollars have been squandered by wealthy individuals who learned
the painful lesson that personal wealth does not convert easily to
electoral success.34 Jon Corzine, Maria Cantwell, and Mark
Dayton, three successful Democratic senatorial candidates who
financed their own campaigns in 2000, are the exceptions, not
the rule. Nonetheless, the number of candidates able and willing
to finance their own campaigns is likely to increase.

Parties and campaign finance
Most students of American political parties agree that parties have
adapted successfully to the forces that gathered in the 1960s and
1970s to challenge their centrality in elections and policy mak-
ing. In recent years, parties in the electorate, in government, and
as organizations have shown impressive signs of vitality.35
Although FECA enshrined candidates as the central players in
campaign finance and placed limits on party fundraising and
spending on behalf of candidates, the parties figured out how to
thrive in a candidate-centered politics. They became repositories
of professional campaign expertise and built strong national
organizations to boost their candidates.36 Since parties, unlike
most PACs and individual donors, have a clear interest in assisting
challengers, their more robust campaign role is widely viewed
as constructive for electoral competition.

More scholarly controversy attends the growing importance of
party soft money. Do parties dilute the influence of large donors
or facilitate their access to policy makers? Do parties operate
independent of incumbent officeholders, or are they largely
instruments of those incumbents? Does soft money support
party-building and grass-roots activities, or is it used primarily to
finance communications about specific federal candidates? Have
state parties thrived in the era of national party soft money, or are
they more agents of national parties and politicians? Does soft
money increase the electoral prospects of challengers, or is its
impact neutralized because the two parties concentrate their
resources in the same targeted contests? Will a soft-money ban
significantly reduce party resources, or will the parties compen-
sate by raising more hard money?

These questions have a direct bearing on the reform debate,
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the precise uses rather than sources of party soft-money contri-
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A number of scholars have documented the growing importance of congressional party campaign committees in raising soft money, and the sharp drop in their direct (hard money) support for candidates. 41 They have also noted the more recent innovations of “Section 527” leadership PACs and joint fundraising committees, both of which allow federal politicians to raise soft money and steer it to their own direct or indirect advantage.

**Issue advocacy**

Whatever the spillover effects on parties (positive and negative), no one disputes that the striking increase in soft-money financing beginning in the 1996 election cycle was driven by the new opportunities to wage campaigns under the cover of issue advocacy. Anecdotal evidence suggested little difference in purpose and content between express-advocacy and issue-advocacy communications financed by parties and groups. Research by political scientists soon confirmed that suspicion, with important implications for the *Buckley* express-advocacy standard and the efficacy of alternative bright-line tests for political communications properly subject to regulation. Examining television ads sponsored by candidates, parties, and groups in the 75 largest media markets in 1998 and 2000, Krasno and Goldstein found that few candidate ads used words of express advocacy; virtually all party issue ads mentioned the name of a federal candidate, mostly in an attack mode, but few mentioned the name of a party; and almost every issue ad featuring the name of a candidate and running near an election was clearly designed to support or attack a candidate, not to express a view on an issue. 42 Magleby used focus groups and a WebTV survey to confirm that voters are unable to differentiate candidate-specific issue ads (broadcast and print) sponsored by parties and outside groups from campaign ads run by candidates. 43 He also documented the massive use of soft money by parties and outside groups to finance election-oriented issue advocacy communications in targeted races. 44

Overwhelming evidence indicates that candidate-specific issue advocacy near an election has an explicit electioneering purpose. Richard Hasen45 used this evidence to reject the constitutional argument that the new campaign-finance law’s bright-line test for distinguishing issue from express advocacy suffers from overbreadth. 46 Critics of the new standard must perforce base their argument (that it would limit free speech) on something other than the evidence of how it would have worked. 47 There is no denying that removing all legal restrictions on campaign-finance transactions (beyond disclosure of express advocacy) would greatly reduce the problems of enforcement. But at what cost? Very little research or critical thinking has been done on “deregulation and disclosure” regimes. Relying on a political marketplace to police the role of money in politics entails a host of theoretical and practical problems.48 Achieving full information, presenting voters with a clear difference in fundraising behavior on which to cast their ballots, and requiring voters to choose a candidate exclusively on that pattern of campaign contributions all pose formidable hurdles to such a deregulated marketplace. So it is not surprising that others have searched for enforcement models—in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the City of New York—consistent with some restrictions on the flow of money.49

**Fundraising and policy making**

Each of the substantive questions reviewed thus far deals with the impact of political financing on elections. This final section looks at research on the linkages between campaign-finance practices and policy making. Since the Supreme Court’s *Buckley* decision, corruption (or the appearance of corruption) has been the dominant legal rationale for regulating campaign finance.

Much scholarly energy has been expended attempting to measure whether campaign contributions corrupt the policy process by buying votes in Congress. The vast bulk of this research has examined the connections between PAC contributions (a surrogate for interested money) and votes in the House and Senate.50 While there is ample evidence that PACs behave strategically in their contribution behavior,51 there is little evidence that campaign contributions to members of Congress directly affect their roll-call decisions. Party, ideology, and constituency are much more dominant in shaping voting behavior in Congress than are PAC contributions. Only when these forces diminish in importance—for example, on financial-services regulation—do opportunities arise for influence via contributions.52 PACs face their own organizational constraints, members of Congress often are more principals than agents in the distribution of PAC contributions, and interest groups expend substantially more resources on lobbying activities than on campaign contributions.
This scholarly consensus remains, but interest is growing in a broader set of questions. Richard Hall and Frank Wayman initiated an important line of research on the myriad ways in which groups receive or are denied favors beyond roll-call votes. Members can express public support or opposition in various legislative venues, offer amendments, build coalitions, help place items on or off the agenda, speed or delay action, and provide special access to lobbyists. They can also decline requests for each of these things. Beyond the chamber floor, venues can include rules governing floor consideration, party leadership, party caucuses, standing committees and subcommittees, conference committees, and other collections of members inside the House and Senate. Groups may use their campaign contributions in conjunction with their lobbying operations to reinforce or activate rather than convert members. And the currency of campaign contributions extends well beyond PAC contributions to members' campaign committees. These include brokered if not bundled individual contributions, contributions to leadership PACs controlled by members, contributions to parties and candidates in targeted races earmarked for credit to members, soft-money contributions to parties and “Section 527” groups connected to members, and direct expenditures on issue ad campaigns. The ways and means of potential influence (and corruption) are much more diverse than those investigated in the early scholarly research.

Soft money poses a special challenge to this literature. Instead of $5,000 or $10,000 PAC contributions, corporations, individuals, and unions make six- or seven-figure donations from their treasuries or personal checkbooks. In the 2000 election cycle, 800 organizations and individuals provided $300 million of the $487 million in soft money raised by the parties. Fifty of these donors each contributed $1 million or more. Incumbent politicians, including presidents and congressional party leaders, use party organizations to aggressively solicit such donations. Many of those who make very large contributions have high stakes in congressional and regulatory agency actions. It is not unusual for them to contribute to both major political parties. The potential for abuse by public officials and private interests is not insignificant. Conflicts of interest are glaring. And all of this fundraising is based upon the transparent lie that the funds are being raised for purposes other than influencing federal elections. These relatively new developments in campaign-finance practice provided much of the policy rationale and constitutional justification for the new campaign-finance law. For the most part, however, political scientists have not done research that directly addresses these issues. Findings based entirely on hard-money PAC contributions to individual members shed little light on the policy consequences of these developments. This may well account for the striking disconnect between the political-science perspective and the policy community on the central question of whether money affects policy outcomes.

Linking Knowledge and Action
In recent years, political scientists have become much more active participants in debates on campaign-finance reform. Scholars serve as expert witnesses and submit amicus briefs in important court cases. They testify at congressional hearings, brief congressional staff, and advise legislative sponsors and opponents of reform proposals. They issue reports synthesizing research findings and advocating or opposing specific reform proposals. They talk to journalists, write op-eds, participate in public events, and consult with activists and organizations. And they conduct research that bears directly on pending reform proposals. All of these activities were in evidence in the years leading up to passage of the BCRA and in the subsequent court battles over the new law's constitutionality.

One example of this engagement occurred when the Citizens' Research Foundation convened a task force on campaign-finance reform. The task force produced a 1997 report entitled “New Realities, New Thinking.” Nine political scientists under the chairmanship of Herbert Alexander produced unanimous support for 36 of the 39 recommendations in the report. The report takes exception to much of the reformist rhetoric and policy proposals but also acknowledges the problematic nature of many of the new developments in campaign-finance practice. In light of Alexander’s early prominence as a critic of contribution and spending limits, it is striking that the report endorses a ban on soft money, a prohibition on corporate and union treasury financing of issue advocacy, and a retention of spending limits associated with the presidential public-financing system. At the same time, it balances these restrictive measures with recommendations to increase the flow of money, including increased contribution limits, elimination of limits on party coordinated spending, and partial public financing of congressional elections.

Several other efforts were launched during this period to bring political scientists together to diagnose the most pressing problems in the campaign-finance arena and to propose a new reform agenda—but with more active engagement in the policy process. In 1995 I assembled, via the Internet, the Brookings Working Group on Campaign Finance Reform to follow the congressional debate and evaluate the version of the McCain-Feingold bill then under consideration. A diverse group of scholars reached overwhelming agreement that this approach to reform—characterized by new limits on fundraising (from PACs and out-of-state contributors) and on spending in congressional races—was ill-advised and unworkable. Our conversation, available on the Brookings Web site, was monitored by congressional staff, reform advocates, and journalists. That version of the bill was subsequently jettisoned.

Following the 1996 elections, Norman Ornstein convened a small group of political scientists (Anthony Corrado, Michael Malbin, and me, plus former journalist Paul Taylor) to assess the wreckage to the regulatory regime and to hammer out a reform agenda that dealt with the most critical problems and had some political viability. We produced a report entitled “Reforming Campaign Finance” that endorsed a ban on party soft money tied to an increase in hard-money limits, regulation of candidate-specific issue advocacy near an election, strengthened enforcement, free broadcast time, and tax credits for small donors. This package was endorsed and championed by the League of Women Voters under the title "Five Ideas for Practical Campaign Reform" in a national advertising campaign and in scores of meetings around the country. Collaboration with the League was a critical step in persuading the broader reform community to reconsider
its traditional campaign-finance agenda and embrace a more incremental strategy.

At the same time, we participated in a series of meetings with the principal sponsors of previous legislation (Senators John McCain and Russ Feingold, and Representatives Chris Shays and Martin Meehan), with a bipartisan group of House freshmen interested in forging their own legislation, and with other members of the House and Senate seeking to play a constructive role in moving the issue forward. We made the case for a new reform agenda in the public arena—through op-eds, television appearances, discussions with editorial boards, and speeches in Washington, D.C., and around the country.

Our efforts were rewarded when Senators McCain and Feingold introduced a drastically revised bill built around the first two elements of our package: soft money and issue advocacy. Later, at the invitation of Senator Olympia Snowe, we worked with several legal experts to give the issue-advocacy proposal the strongest possible constitutional standing. The result was the Snowe-Jeffords amendment, which helped increase support for McCain-Feingold in the Senate and became a central part of the version that became law in 2002. Throughout the tortuous journey between the reintroduction of the legislation in 1998 and the bill’s passage in 2002, we remained actively and visibly engaged in the policy debate.

Research (conducted primarily by Corrado, Goldstein, Krasno, and Magleby, and discussed above) on party soft money and issue-ad electioneering was critical to congressional proponents of BCRA. This work was featured prominently in the congressional debate and provided much of the evidentiary basis for the passage and constitutional defense of the new law.

This experience was unusual, our involvement idiosyncratic. In a move to institutionalize that experience, Michael Malbin launched the Campaign Finance Institute. Its purpose is to bring objective scholarly research on campaign finance to bear on important policy questions, in a deliberative, politically neutral, and policy-connected setting. More than a dozen political scientists are serving as trustees or academic advisers to the institute. Interesting reports have been released on the impact of higher contribution limits on fundraising by challengers, problems of disclosure in an era of issue advocacy campaigning, political parties under McCain-Feingold, and interest group adaptations to the new world of campaign finance. The institute recently established a new task force to deal with the serious problems confronting the public-financing system for presidential nominations.

In conclusion, these efforts by political scientists to draw on scholarly knowledge to shape the public debate on campaign finance and specific reform initiatives should not be taken as a sign of professional consensus. As was clear in my review of the research, substantial disagreements about political financing remain. And many critical policy questions have not been seriously addressed by the research community, forcing scholars, like politicians and activists, to rely on a mix of educated guesswork and a bit of ideology in judging various reforms.

Political scientists often find themselves on opposing sides of campaign-finance cases in court, including the two most recent ones before the Supreme Court: Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC and FEC v. Colorado Republican Federal Campaign Committee. Both opinions—the first defending contribution limits, the second upholding limits on party coordinated spending—cited arguments and evidence provided by political scientists. Dueling teams of political scientists are featured in the litigation challenging the constitutionality of the new campaign-finance law. Political scientists—some with pride, others with annoyance—see their works used as ammunition by advocates in the campaign-finance wars. Bradley Smith on the right and Kathleen Sullivan on the left have cited political-science literature to buttress their cases for deregulating campaign finance. Profound differences can be found within single departments of political scientists. One generation of Berkeley graduate students—including David Magleby, Jonathan Krasno, and Donald Green—has produced important, policy-relevant research that is being used by supporters of the new campaign-finance law. A faculty adviser, Raymond Wolfinger, has joined them in amicus briefs and public statements supporting this broad approach to campaign-finance regulation. A newer generation of Berkeley graduate students—working with Bruce Cain and Nelson Polsby, and including Raymond La Raja, Todd Lochner, and Justin Buchler—is producing a body of scholarship that is embraced by opponents of the BCRA.

In one sense, we should be neither surprised nor dismayed by these disagreements among political scientists. The law journals are filled with competing analyses and arguments about campaign-finance regulation. And economists have long demonstrated that impressive scholarly credentials are no guarantee of consensus on the most basic questions of public policy. If Martin Feldstein and Paul Krugman can hold such profoundly different views of the economic and fiscal impacts of Bill Clinton’s marginal tax increase and George W. Bush’s tax cut, we should not be overly concerned when Nelson Polsby and Frank Sorauf reach sharply divergent conclusions about the efficacy of campaign-finance regulation.

Moreover, there is more agreement among political scientists than there might appear to be. Political scientists who have advocated and defended a ban on party soft money and the regulation of electioneering under the guise of issue advocacy retain a professional appreciation of the limits of reform. That legacy of Overacker, Heard, and Alexander is very much evident among supporters as well as opponents of the BCRA.

Indeed, on the basis of our scholarly research, I believe we can agree on a number of important matters. First, the most recent regime for regulating campaign finance collapsed in the aftermath of the 1996 election. It encouraged political actors to speak and act in a way that fostered a widespread disrespect for the rule of law and corroded the legitimacy of our democracy. The status quo ante pre-BCRA is simply unacceptable. How best to change that system is properly a matter of dispute. Some counsel repairing the regulatory system, others removing the limits that precipitated the regulatory end runs.

Second, the new law is a relatively modest, incremental undertaking, not a revolution in campaign-finance regulation. Its major provisions would leave the system to operate largely as it did early in the 1980s. It is designed to repair the most egregious tears in
the regulatory fabric, not to chart a new course or to remove freedoms long enjoyed by citizens and organizations. It is best viewed as a prerequisite for other changes (including free air time and public subsidies) to increase competition and ease the burdens of fundraising, not as a comprehensive reform package. Some political scientists believe that it is unwise, unworkable, and even unconstitutional. But they cannot reasonably conclude that it is revolutionary.

Third, the alternatives to the BCRA approach have their own problems. Those advocating full public financing of elections (and the abolition of virtually all private financing)\textsuperscript{64} must perform grapple with the same issues of soft money and issue advocacy that have undermined the full public financing of presidential elections. Those who advocate removing limits on contributions and expenditures and relying exclusively on disclosure face their own daunting obstacles. This requires the repeal of laws on the books for up to a century, or else a reversal of Buckley and its progeny at the very time the public and policy makers are demanding new regulations on corporate accountability. A return to a state of nature in campaign finance, in which major economic interests can give unlimited sums to competing candidates and parties, is not self-evidently susceptible to policing by voters in a political marketplace. And given the emergence of electioneering as issue advocacy, it would either produce only partial disclosure or require some version of the new law’s provisions governing disclosure now vigorously opposed by champions of deregulation.

Finally, political scientists of all stripes recognize that regulating the flow of money in elections is hard work that often leaves reformers with unfulfilled objectives and undesired consequences. Ensuring that adequate resources are available for a free flow of information among citizens, groups, candidates, and parties is essential to healthy elections, yet the manner in which that money is raised and spent can undermine democratic politics. Tensions between economic inequality and political equality are inevitable. First Amendment guarantees properly limit the reach of regulators. Efforts to limit corruption and to achieve greater equality can inadvertently reduce electoral competition. Political money is fungible, and legal constraints on its flow will divert some through other, possibly less accountable, passageways. Politicians and interest groups will exploit the weaknesses of the regulatory fabric to advance their interests.

Political science advocates of the BCRA recognize fully the imperfections of the new law and the ways in which political actors will adapt to its restrictions. For us, the question is how best to respond to troublesome developments in campaign finance without making matters worse. The problems associated with political financing can never be solved, only managed as well as possible in light of these constraints and other, sometimes competing, goals for the political system. Political scientists can contribute to this ongoing process of reform, maintenance, and repair—at all levels of government in the United States and in sister democracies around the world grappling with many of the same problems—through rigorous thinking, relevant research, and judicious engagement in the public and policy arena. We have begun to do so.
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